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SUMMARY
Problem

➢ Metal Castings are difficult for DLA to procure

➢ Significant portion of  unfilled and backorder parts contain one or more castings 

➢ Difficult to match solicitations with suppliers capable of  manufacturing

those items

➢ Difficult for industry to identify the castings required by DoD/DLA

➢ Lack of  visibility for tooling related to specific castings leads to creation of  

duplicate tooling at significant cost to DoD and taxpayer

Objective
➢ An automated solution matching capable suppliers with DLA solicitations using the 

foundry’s material/process capabilities or existing tooling in their possession

➢ Develop advanced resources to assist DLA/DoD in identifying capable casting suppliers 

based upon a robust industry capabilities database

➢ Provide visibility of  existing defense and military related foundry tooling to DLA Casting 

Support Teams

Technology
➢ Integrated Casting Order Network (ICON) Web Portal
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ICON PROCUREMENT FLOW
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SOLICITATION/AWARD DATA

• August 2021

• 890 solicitations containing castings provided to ICON users

• 313 matched to suppliers based upon material and process

• 204 matched to foundries with existing tooling

• Estimated value of  the 890 solicitations: $56,501,490

• 270 contracts worth $86,659,018 awarded to ICON users. 

• Contract Award Totals

• October 2017 year to date:

• 11,615 contract awards to ICON users worth $940,143,134
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ICON PORTAL
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BID MATCH SETTINGS
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ORGANIZATION ADMIN MENU 
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ORGANIZATION ADMINISTRATION MENU--continued
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ORGANIZATION ADMINISTRATION MENU--continued



DAILY NOTIFICATIONS



SOLICITATON INBOX
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SOLICITATION DETAILS
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SOLICITATION DETAILS-continued
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SOLICITATION DETAILS-continued



TOOLING LOCATIONS
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TOOLING LOCATIONS- continued



TOOLING LOCATIONS- continued
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SUPPLIER CAPABILITIES
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SUPPLIER CAPABIITIES -continued
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SUPPLIER CAPABIITIES -continued



SUPPLIER CAPABILITIES - continued
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RECENT EVENTS

• Partnered with the Investment Casting Institute (ICI)
• Reestablish some capability for Aerospace and Aviation components 

which are predominately Investment Castings

• Twelve Month Goal:

• To on-board 50 new investment casting foundries in ICON

• Partnered with National Tooling and Machining 
Association (NTMA)
• Rollout ICON to the jobbing machining industry

• Over 70% of  DLA metal casting solicitations are fulfilled by machine 
shops (MS) who purchase the required metal castings

• Contracting capable MS provide new opportunity for foundries who 
prefer not to become a direct supplier to DLA

• Twelve Month Goal: 

• To on-board 2,500 Machine Shops
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Success Story

“Thank you for working with Solidiform and assisting us with registering with the ICON portal. We
have seen opportunities that we might have missed using other search methods. The most recent
success involved castings we have had in stock since 2010 that we will now machine, prime and sell
for a much greater value added than the casting itself. Plus the inventory relief is an added benefit. I
look forward to working with NFFS as you continue to refine the capabilities of this worthy
program.” - Kevan Todd, Solidiform, Inc.

Problem: Procuring high quality, cost-efficient spare parts for DoD weapons systems, particularly legacy

systems, is a challenge for DLA. This can be attributed to factors such as small quantity orders, infrequent

buys, fragmented supply chains, and a diminishing manufacturing base. Furthermore, the administrative

and production lead times (ALT & PLT, respectively) required for these components can be particularly

challenging in allowing the DLA to provide parts on a timely basis to the requesting agencies.

Solution: The Integrated Casting Order

Network (ICON) portal provides casting

suppliers a better method to identify defense

related solicitations for which the supplier

already has tooling, or may have parts in

inventory. This allows suppliers to dramatically

reduce the ALT and PLT for defense related

orders by eliminating tooling development, or

by providing components that are readily

available within the supplier’s existing

inventory.

Benefits: Reduced the First Article Testing (FAT) lead time by 19%, from 98 to 80 days. Reduced the

Production Lead Time (PLT) 66%, from 126 days to 42 days after FAT approval. It also allowed for a

single source supplier to provide a machined and primed component, simplifying the legacy supply chain

and allowing the vendor to reduce inventory levels at the same time.

Aircraft Structural Support Component  NSN 1560-01-044-4896



Success Story

“On a daily basis, I analyze the DIBBS open cast metal aircraft part solicitations for what I call “health of 

supply chain.”  The objective is to determine if the manufacturers are still in business, and who has supplied 

the part to DLA in the past five years. I then look at the potential supply chain and find ways to increase 

competition and number of valid bid responses to DLA. ICON makes this analysis quick and simple, because 

of its complete data compilation.  Without ICON, this analysis could take days, and now I can do it in hours.”  

-Keith Sturgill,  CAST-IT  Application Engineer, Aviation Forging and Casting Assistance Team

Problem: Since 1957, the KC-135 Stratotanker has provided aerial refueling to the Air Force, Navy, Marine

Corps, and allied-nation aircraft. The last KC-135 was delivered to the Air Force in 1965. Keeping the fleet of

over 400 aging aircraft in the air until 2040 depends upon cost-effective replacement components such as the

Leading Edge Flap Control Housings. The last purchase of this component was in 2005, and prior to ICON,

no casting source or tooling location was available, indicating an unhealthy supply chain for this badly needed

item.

Solution: An aluminum sand casting foundry

viewed the solicitation for the Leading Edge Flap

Control Housings via the ICON portal and

prepared the winning bid.

Benefits: Previous procurements of these parts cost $8,800 each. After the use of ICON, the cost per unit

dropped to $6,225 for a significant 30% cost savings.

KC-135 Stratotanker



Success Story

“Thanks to the ICON program, our sand castings are able to be tailored to meet the requirements 
needed for demanding applications, with shape and tooling flexibility. The submission of  a proposal 
in response to DLA opportunities based on research done in ICON has significantly enhanced our 

ability to submit winning bids.”

--- Jeff  Bureck, President, D.W. Clark

Problem: Procuring high quality and cost-efficient components for

legacy DoD weapon systems can be a challenge for DLA due to the

historically small quantities ordered, infrequent procurements, and a

diminishing manufacturing base. These factors also affect the

administrative and production lead times required to effectively

produce the required components, which can make it difficult for

DLA to provide parts in a timely manner for requesting agencies.

Solution: ICON allows casting suppliers to quickly and easily

review relevant solicitations and, if available, locate existing

casting tooling. A recent example is when DLA was looking to

procure a Half-Sleeve Bearing component to support the

Ohio-class nuclear-powered ballistic missile Trident

submarine. Through the use of ICON, DLA ultimately was

able to procure the cast components from a Massachusetts-

based foundry.

Benefits: By utilizing multiple features of ICON, DLA was able to procure the components for 25% less, at

an approximate savings of $35k, versus previous procurements of the same order quantity.



• ICON Web Portal Address: 

• http://icon.nffs.org

• POINT OF CONTACTS:  

• Sheila Rayburn, ICON Program Manager, sheila@nffs.org

• Jerrod Weaver, NFFS Executive Director, jerrod@nffs.org
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QUESTIONS


